WARRIOR ROBOTS OF THE ROBO FORCE™

BLAZER™
The Ignitor Robot

COPTOR™
The Enforcer Robot

SENTINEL™
The Protector Robot

WRECKER™
The Demolisher Robot

ENEMY™
The Dictator Robot

SOTA™
The Creator Robot

CRUEL™
The Detonator Robot

VULGAR™
The Destroyer Robot

HUN-DRED™
The Conqueror Robot
MAXX STEELE™
The Leader Robot

MAXX is the toughest of the tough and the leader of the Robo Force™. With the motto "Any mission, any time, any place," his primary assets are his brute strength and his almost total invulnerability. His personal arsenal of attack weaponry includes a pair of laser hand weapons stored in his backpack and a back-mounted, swiveling double-barreled attack gun. And let no one — and no thing — doubt: Maxx is well able and prepared to use them!
AMBUSH IN CELESTIA!

It's amateur night in a comedy club in Celestia, capital of the planet Zeton. Coptor™ is on stage.

... then again, I do have one devoted fan -- the one bolted to the top of my head!

It comes in handy, too -- with it I can rise to any occasion! Say, I notice we have some celebrities in the audience!

There's Maxx Steele™ -- good thing he didn't bring all his medals -- there wouldn't be room left in here for anyone else!

Meanwhile, above the club...

So, the Robo Force™ is gathered under one roof!
TODAY THEY SHALL DIE TOGETHER — AND WHEN THEY DO, THEY WILL KNOW IT'S AT THE HANDS OF ENEMY™ THE DICTATOR!

AND ANOTHER THING...

PREPARE TO MEET YOUR DOOM! IN YOUR FINAL SECONDS, LET IT BE KNOWN THAT I, ENEMY, HAVE VANQUISHED YOU!

HEY! WHAT'S THE GAG?!

LET ME OUTTA HERE!

ENEMY SENDS A LASER BLAST THROUGH THE ROOF OF THE CLUB!

BA-ZAM

HELP!

LOOK OUT!
AS FIRE RAGES, BLAZER™ USES HIS WATER CANNON TO DOUSE THE FLAMES!

WRECKER™ KNOCKS A HOLE IN THE WALL TO PROVIDE AN ESCAPE ROUTE!

AND COPTOR BLOWS THE SMOKE AWAY FROM THE TERRIFIED CROWD!

WE GOT EVERYONE OUT SAFELY—but the club is in a shambles!

Yeah, and I'm pretty burned up too! Enemy ruined my act just as I was on a roll! He won't get away with this!
I'll go topside and see if he's still in the area! Wait here!

There he is!

Good luck, Coptor! Keep us informed with your communicator!

Coptor to Maxx--enemy can't see me, but I can follow the glow from his Dred Crawler! I'll tail him!
I'VE TRACKED HIM TO A BUILDING OUTSIDE OF TOWN!

Maxx is right--I'd better try an unexpected approach!

CAREFUL--IT MAY BE A TRAP!

COPTOR PLUNGES STRAIGHT FOR THE GROUND...

AND WITH HIS ROTOR ON FULL POWER...

BURROWS INTO THE EARTH!
COPTOR EXPLODES THROUGH THE FLOOR OF HUNDRED’S SECRET FORTRESS—TO ENEMY’S DISMAY!

YOU TRICKED ME—THE WEAPONS ARE POSITIONED FOR AN EXTERIOR ASSAULT! NO MATTER—THEY CAN FUNCTION AS WELL INSIDE HUNDRED’S LAIR!

YOU'RE FAST, ENEMY—BUT NOT FAST ENOUGH

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE SOME AERIAL ACROBATICS TO HELP A GUY UNWIND.
YOU WON'T ESCAPE MY CROSSFIRE FOREVER, COPTOR!

HE'S RIGHT--AND I CAN'T SHOOT BACK WITH MY OWN LASERS WHILE I'M BUSY DODGING HIS BLASTS!

BUT IF I MANEUVER MYSELF JUST RIGHT, I CAN OUTSMART HIM YET...

THIS IS GONNA BE CLOSE!

I'VE GOT YOU NOW! HOW HUN-DRED SHALL PRAISE ME!

THE LASER GUN SWIVELS TO FOLLOW COPTOR...
Enemy takes the full force of his own blast!

Wow—He blew himself clear through the roof—that's the second audience that's run out on me tonight!

Hey—maybe I can get back to the club in time to catch the crowd!

Speeding back to Celestia, Coptor finds his audience still waiting by the smoldering club...

...Sota™ is smart alright—he's got more degrees than a Venturian thermometer...

Speaking of thermometers, there's Blazer—he's a hot one! When he wants to cool off he takes a dip in a lava pool!

HA HA HA

END
ENERGIZE YOUR WARRIOR ROBOTS WITH THESE ACTION VEHICLES

Robo Force™ Robocruiser™ Robot Defender Vehicle
The “Air Bot” Turns It On!

This action defender vehicle delivers power-charged excitement to any mission Maxx Steele™ and his “good guy” robots encounter! The unique “Air Bot™” power pump activates the vehicle! Features include: rising periscope and fuel indicator, robot lift, laser guns and more. Accepts all Robo Force™ Action Robot figures, sold separately. 2 “AA” batteries required (not included). For ages 4 years and up.

FIGURE SOLD SEPARATELY

Robo Force™ Dred Crawler™
Robot Attack Vehicle
The “Air Bot” Turns It On!

The enemies of the Robo Force™, led by Hun-Dred™ and his evil minions, attack in this deadly action vehicle! The unique “Air Bot™” power pump activates the vehicle! Features include: rising periscope and fuel indicator, working pincer claw, laser guns and more. Accepts all Robo Force™ Action Robot Figures, sold separately. 2 “AA” batteries required (not included). For ages 4 years and up.

FIGURE SOLD SEPARATELY
Robo Force™ Command Patroller™
Master Robot Transport and Base Station

The Command Patroller™ provides the ultimate in Robo Force™ excitement! Features include: freewheeling "Omni-Directional Steering" for super battle maneuvers, working hatch with robot lift arm, revolving airlock bay doors, swivel laser tank cannon, a front-mounted battering ram, and laser cannon mounts. Transports up to 3 Robo Force™ Action Robot Figures, sold separately. For ages 4 years and up.
SET THE STAGE FOR ROBO FORCE™ ADVENTURES

FIGURES SOLD SEPARATELY

Robo Force™ Fortress of Steele™
Portable Action Stronghold

Solitary, brooding and unapproachable, the Fortress of Steele™ is the home battle fortress of the Robo Force™ with 3 levels of robotic action and adventure.
Includes: a citadel dome that flips over to reveal a laser siege cannon, a working robot boom crane and robot hoist, a revolving secret passage console, a hidden arsenal compartment, and the “Jaws of Steele” sliding bulkhead door. Accepts all Robo Force™ Action Robot Figures (sold separately). For ages 4 years and up.
**THE ACTION'S IN YOUR HANDS!**

*Erector® Maxx Steele™ Robot*  
*Motorized Remote Control*  
*Construction System*  
*Build the Leader of the Robo Force™ Warrior Robots!*

Now you can share in the excitement of Robo Force™'s Maxx Steele™ by building this giant motorized remote-control robot. Easy step-by-step building plans allow quick assembly. And there's plenty of fun playing: you are in control of Maxx's movements, and can use his working, grasping claw to simulate real robotic action. His other arm is tipped with a magnetic probe that can pick up metallic objects. 3 “D” cell batteries required (not included). For ages 7 years and up.

---

*Erector® Maxx Steele™ Robot*  
*Specialized Construction Set*  

This Maxx Steele™ Robot is a scaled-down, freewheeling version of the Robo Force™'s warrior robot leader. He features a real tool, steel parts and step-by-step building plans.
Super Pop-O-Matic® Robo Force™
3-D Action Game

Don’t get zapped as you lead the Robo Force™ on a mission of conquest through the evil robot empire! This action-packed game takes players on a journey to Nazgar™’s Tower, where they pick up a Uni-Bot™ and bring it to the safety of the Spaceship. Players pop the Pop-O-Matic® bubble to move. But watch out! If your opponent gets the “explosive” side of the die, you may get zapped by the Ejector-Bot™, the Stun-Sentry™ or the Bot-Breaker™. The first player to reach the exit ramp and escape wins. For two to four players, 5 years and up.
**Robo Force™ Card Game**

Be the first to design a mighty Robo Force™ robot!

It's a race to see who will put together a Robo Force robot. Each of the colorful, oversized playing cards has a picture of a vital part of a robot. Through memory and swapping skill, players build the picture of their favorite robot. The first one to do it wins. For two to four players, 5 years and up.
GET TOMORROW'S ROBOT TODAY!

I Am Maxx.™
You Can Program Me!
I Talk, I Walk.
My Hand Moves,
Turns And
Grasps. I Know
The Time And
Can Wake You
Up. I Play Games
And Music. I Am
The Life Of The
Party!

Electronic Maxx Steele™ Programmable Robot
The Personal Robot

A real robot with the sophistication of a home computer and the ease of operation of a pocket calculator! You make him speak, play games and music. He has a fully-articulated, motorized grasping claw, moving arms and wrist, total mobility, storage and carry compartments and an electronic computer brain. Unsnap his hand-held master controller from the top of his head and you control his action, you make him speak, play games and music at the touch of the keyboard. His wireless remote control, programmable memory and unique “teaching mode” enable you to program a sequence of actions and activities. Then Maxx will perform them again and again — by himself, from memory! Maxx knows over 145 words, music, the time and some very exciting electronic games, including Moon Ball™. One 9-volt battery required (not included). Complete with instruction manual and built-in rechargeable battery pack. For ages 8 years and up.
JOIN THE ROBO FORCE™ FAN CLUB

Fill out the application form below, enclose a one-time only $5 membership fee (check or money order), and you’ll receive these valuable Fan Club bonuses:

- An official Robo Force Membership Card and Certificate
- A Robo Force Iron-On Patch with the same colorful insignia worn by the Robo Force robots.
- A Copy of the Robo Force Magazine to keep you informed about robots, the future in a high-tech world, and the adventures of the Robo Force robots.
- A full-color Robo Force action poster.
- A Robo Force Cap with full-color action graphics.
- A 3-D Robo Force Button (laser photographed hologram).

THE ROBO FORCE™ MAGAZINE

The Robo Force Magazine is your gateway to tomorrow, containing a variety of articles and features covering robotics, technology and the future. Regular columns included in each issue are: an editorial by Maxx Steele™; "The Next Wave," a review of new inventions and techniques by S.O.T.A.™; a run-down on futuristic items available today by Coptor™; "By the Year 2010," by Blazer™; and letters to the editor, written by you, our readers.

Fill out the application form below, enclose a check or money order for $1.50 and the first edition of The Robo Force Magazine will be on its way to you.

Enclosed please find a check or money order for:
$1.50 for The Robo Force™ Magazine (First Edition).

Send to: Robo Force Magazine
C.S. 2002
Valley Stream, New York 11582

$5.00 for membership in The Robo Force Fan Club
(First Edition of The Robo Force Magazine included)

Send to: Robo Force Fan Club
C.S. 2002
Valley Stream, New York 11582

Name ___________________________________ Age ____________

Address ____________________________________________

_________________________________________________ Zip code _________

Offer void where prohibited or taxed. Expires December 31, 1984. Allow 8-10 weeks for delivery.